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Abstract: The immense volume and scientific importance of proteinprotein interaction information has
created a need for an accurate biomedical information extraction system that can discover relevant
interactions in the millions of biomedical journal abstracts and articles. Existing extraction systems often
use hardcoded, rigid rules to detect such interactions. Our system, named Phoenix, stores the logic used
to extract interactions in external rules than can be understood and customized by anyone with basic
knowledge of English grammar. A novel, straightforward query language has been created to form these
rules, which detect the syntactic roles of words or phrases in biomedical sentences that have been parsed
into constituent trees.

1 Introduction
Reliable gene and protein interaction information is the basis for a wide range of biomedical research. Such interaction
information has direct applications to drug design and the study of many serious and deadly diseases. For instance, the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases HIV Protein Interaction Project [1] states that understanding the
proteinprotein interactions between HIV and host cells is essential to preventing AIDS.
While an overwhelming number of proteinprotein interactions have been discovered, such results are typically published
in scientific journals using complex, technical natural language. PubMed [2], a widelyused biomedical information
search tool, includes over 16 million citations and abstracts in its database. Although interaction information is abundant,
it is often difficult for biomedical researchers to sift through this surplus of text to locate an interaction of interest. For
instance, a PubMed search for the protein p53 yields approximately 40000 results. Clearly it is impossible for a
researcher interested in p53 to read even the smallest portion of these abstracts or the accompanying full journal articles.
Fortunately, information extraction and natural language processing techniques can be used to pinpoint these interactions,
store them in a database, and feed them into applications that can present interactions or interaction pathways cleanly to
researchers. While a number of biomedical information extraction systems exist, our work aims to exceed the
performance of current systems through its domainindependent, flexible architecture.

2 Related Work
Biomedical information extraction has gathered much interest in the past decade, in part because the complexity of
biomedical language presents a compelling computational challenge and the benefits to be gained from a highquality
biomedical information extraction system are extensive. Initial proteinprotein interaction extraction efforts employed
simple cooccurrence methods [3], where an interaction was reported if two protein names were detected in the same
sentence or abstract. Sometimes an interaction keyword like “binds” or “activates” was required as well to improve
precision. However, nearly all biomedical information extraction systems now use some degree of natural language
processing and syntactic parsing.

Syntactic parsers can be grouped into two broad categories: shallow and deep. Shallow parsers are fast because they
perform only the most basic syntactic analysis such as part of speech tagging or phrase chunking. Typically, biomedical
information extraction systems that incorporate a shallow parser [49] use some form of rules, patterns, templates,
frames, or conditions to detect interactions after parsing, although unconventional approaches such as the graphical
analysis of [9] exist as well. Systems that use deep parsing [1017] not only examine the syntactic properties of
individual words or phrases, but also determine the relationships between those words and phrases. Therefore, deep
parsers provide more information than shallow parsers but are slower as a result. The system we present, Phoenix, uses
deep parsing selectively to improve performance. In addition to a syntactic parse, biomedical information extraction
systems may incorporate some level of semantic analysis. Moreover, machine learning may be used during extraction to
learn the actual extraction rules and patterns [8, 1618] or classify abstracts and sentences [19]. Cascaded finite state
transducers and automata, as described by [2022], have also proven to be an effective extraction technique.
While other biomedical information extraction systems have features in common with Phoenix, these existing systems are
not as robust as Phoenix. Those such as [10] that also use the Link Grammar parser or a deep parse tree [12, 13] suffer
from inflexible extraction algorithms that cannot be customized by users for specific tasks or improved as easily as
Phoenix. While [4] uses a query language and the extraction technique in [5] allows user modification, these systems are
limited because they only examine shallow parses. Thus, they cannot utilize the rich relationships between sentence
components that are provided by a deep parse. In the following section we expand on these differences.

3 Approach
3.1 Constituent Parse Trees
A constituent is a single functional unit in a sentence such as a clause, noun phrase, or prepositional phrase.
Link
Grammar [23] is a deep syntactic parser that produces linkages, a syntactic structure in which pairs of words are
connected with noncrossing links, as well as constituent parse trees. Essentially, constituent trees are a compact way to
express the relationships between the clauses, phrases, and words of a sentence.
3.2 Extraction Query Language
Phoenix’s extraction rules traverse a Link Grammarproduced constituent tree and detect the syntactic roles of the
constituents in the sentence. Rules are written in a new, custom query language, which is partially syntactically derived
from the LPath query language [24] and regular expressions. Incorporating these familiar operators helps users learn the
query language quickly. A new query language was designed rather than using standard LPath in order to simplify rule
construction and allow syntactic role labeling of tree nodes. Table 1 describes the query language’s operators and their
functions.
The query language has been designed so that it is possible to construct both general and specific rules as needed.
Unlike the rules and patterns of some other extraction systems, Phoenix’s rules are domainindependent. They do not
rely on a protein name dictionary and are not specific to particular organisms or types of interactions. Furthermore, the
plain text extraction rules can be stored outside of Phoenix’s code so that the way Phoenix detects proteinprotein
interactions can be modified easily by users without programming experience. Anyone with knowledge of English
grammar and an understanding of how rules may be constructed can adjust Phoenix without introducing bugs and without
needing to comprehend how the extraction is implemented. Phoenix checks rule syntax so improper rules are rejected
and do not cause errors. In addition, it is packaged with a set of default extraction rules so that users are not forced to
write their own.
When applied to a constituent tree, each extraction rule can match a forest of diverse tree structures. The query
language is efficient; in general, all rules traverse the tree in a single preorder pass. During the traversal, the set of all
rules begins at the root and expands and contracts as subsequent nodes are examined. When the current segment of a
rule is matched to the current tree node, it is consumed and removed from the rule. Certain rules contain segments that
may be matched multiple times, and copies of these rules are made before consumption. All rules that do not match the
current tree node are removed from the set before the set is passed to all child nodes. Changes made to the set when

matching descendants of a particular child will not affect the set that is passed to the other children, each child has its
own copy to manipulate. A tree node will only be visited multiple times when the current segment needs to examine the
siblings of the current node. Such sibling rules interrupt the preorder traversal by beginning a new preorder traversal of
each subtree whose root is a sibling of the current node. The initial set of rules for these traversals is composed of any
matching sibling rules.
By noting the location of the “SBAR” constituents, which denote relative or embedded clauses in the tree, the subjects,
verbs, and objects can by grouped by their source clause in the tree. Potential interactions are then formed by combining
subjects, verbs, and objects in each clause, which creates triplets of the form <subject, verb, object>. Figure 1 above
shows how the rules are used to detect two proteinprotein interactions from the sentence “cAbl tyrosine kinase activity
is blocked by pRb, which binds to the cAbl kinase domain” (from PMID 7828850).

4 Results
Early in Phoenix’s development cycle we entered it in the international BioCreAtIvE II PPIIPS (ProteinProtein
Interaction task Interaction Pairs Subtask) [25]. The official results are found in Table 2. The scoring measures,
precision, recall, and fscore, are defined below:
(1)
(2)
(3)
where truePositive is the number of interactions extracted correctly, falsePositive is the number of interactions extracted
incorrectly, and falseNegative is the number of interactions in the source text that were missed. Therefore, precision is
the percent of extracted interactions that were extracted correctly, recall is the percent of interactions in the source text
that were detected, and the fscore is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. While the BioCreAtIvE II PPIIPS
results are not fully indicative of Phoenix’s performance potential due to its unfinished state at the time of submission, the
challenge was an excellent opportunity to test the approach and compare it against other stateoftheart biomedical
information extraction systems. Phoenix was not one of the top performers, but its precision, recall, and fscore were
within one standard deviation of the mean. Because roughly 68% of all data points fall within one standard deviation of
the mean, we consider Phoenix to be an average performer rather than one of the worst entries. This suggests that
refinements to the early implementation of our approach could boost Phoenix from an average biomedical information
extraction system to one of the top systems. Furthermore, factors unrelated to the actual extraction algorithm, such as
errors in gene and protein name normalization, severely reduced Phoenix’s performance in the challenge. These issues
are described in detail in [26]. Our internal testing, which like most extraction system evaluations did not require name
normalization, shows Phoenix’s performance to be significantly better than that reported in the BioCreAtIvE II PPIIPS.

5 Future Work
Phoenix has shown great potential to capture a wide variety of proteinprotein interactions, but there are many areas in
which it can be improved and expanded. Even with perfect grammatical analysis, Phoenix cannot extract interactions
expressed using anaphora. Anaphora resolution would allow for the extraction of interactions across multiple sentences
and enhance extraction within a single sentence. In addition, preprocessing sentences before parsing them as well as
examining all constituent trees returned by Link Grammar will reduce errors. Link Grammar often fails to return the best
constituent tree representation first when parsing complex, biomedical sentences, and using the tree that most accurately
expresses the grammatical relationships in a sentence will produce higher quality interactions.
Once the extraction rules detect subjects, verbs, and objects, more tree knowledge can be used to combine these
components. We will modify the extraction algorithm to ensure that the subject, verb, and object are all part of the same

subtree and truly belong together. To improve the default set of rules, we can track which rules produce true positive and
false positive interactions and adjust the rules accordingly. If we are able to annotate a large number of Link Grammar
constituent trees, we would like to use machine learning to automatically learn a new default set of extraction rules.
Ultimately, we aim to move from proteinprotein interactions to generic extraction of all relationships between
biomedical entities expressed in the literature, such as genedisease, genebio process, and genedrug facts. This will
require a much more flexible named entity recognition system, as the current system only tags gene and protein names.
In addition, we will not be able to rely on proteinspecific interaction keywords when filtering interactions. The verbs of
interest will vary depending on the type of relationship being extracted.

Figure 1. The set of all extraction rules applied to the constituent tree. Six of the rules match this tree’s structure,
identify the syntactic roles of leaf nodes, and generate two proteinprotein interactions.
Table 1. The semantics of the rule transitions and operators of the query language. The capital letters in the examples
denote constituent types. For instance, “NP” is a noun phrase and “PP” is a prepositional phrase.

Symbol
X/Y
X//Y
XY
%
*X

Meaning
Y is a direct child of X
Y is a descendant of X
Y is a sibling of X
Node of any type
Zero or more X nodes

Example
S/NP
S//PP
SBARNP
%/SBAR
*VP/NP

+X

One or more X nodes

+VP/NP

^X
(X|Y)
!xyx

Not an X node
Either X or Y
The syntactic role of this
leaf node is xyz

^SBAR/VP
S/(VP|ADJP)
NP/!subject

Translation
NP is a direct child of S
PP is a descendant of S
NP is a sibling of SBAR
SBAR is a child of any node
NP is the child of zero or more VP nodes,
which are direct children of one another
NP is preceded by one or more VP nodes,
which are direct children of one another
VP is a child of any node but SBAR
Either VP or ADJP is a child of S
The leaf node that is a child of NP is a
subject

Table 2. Official BioCreAtIvE II PPIIPS results. Mean, Standard Deviation, and Median refer to all the entries
submitted, and Phoenix’s performance is shown in the rightmost column.

Mean

Standard
deviation

Median

Phoenix

Precision
Recall
Fscore

0.0938
0.1064
0.0781

0.0881
0.0704
0.0505

0.0609
0.1097
0.0705

0.0343
0.0717
0.0464
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